THE GAY RELIGION
RYAN DANIELS*

I.

INTRODUCTION

On the morning of November 5, 2008, Californians upset by the
passage of Proposition 8 took to the streets and voiced their disagreement,
disappointment, and dissatisfaction with the measure which amended
the
1
California State Constitution to effectively ban same-sex marriage. Much
of the initial anger against Proposition 8 was directed at churches and
2
religious institutions. Some protestors accused
religious leaders and
3
congregants of “bigotry” and “intolerance.” The focus on religious groups
was probably not misplaced, for Proposition 8 received significant, if not
the majority of its 4support, from religions and religiously-minded citizens
across the country. For many Californians, Proposition 8 pitted gay civil
rights against religious beliefs.
While the Proposition 8 conflict centers on marriage, the marriage
debate is just a particularly sharp focal point in a broader conflict between
two ideologies—one focused on the rights of gays, the other on the beliefs
of traditional religionists. Because of their different emphases, this conflict
forces an outcome where beliefs win at the expense of rights or vice versa.
Californians who voted against Proposition 8 for example, may have felt
that the right of gays to marry was eliminated at the expense of promoting a
*
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religious belief. An outcome which subjugates civil rights to religious
beliefs seems incredible given the First Amendment of the United States
Constitution which states that “Congress shall make no law respecting an
5
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.”
However, the problem of religious beliefs subjugating civil rights loses
its sting if the gay ideology shifts its focus from gay rights to gay religious
beliefs. A conflict that pits the gay ideology against the religious ideology
will force an outcome where one religious belief wins at the expense of
another religious belief, if either wins at all. Describing the two ideologies
as religious ideologies creates parity in the debate, because the description
clarifies the notion that the two ideologies stand on equal ground. From
here, the debate will be allowed to proceed as a traditional religious debate.
The aim of this paper is to describe why the gay ideology should be
termed a gay religion. This paper attempts to show that being “gay” is the
result of religious belief much in the way that being “catholic” is the result
of religious belief. Thus, when laws are enacted or policies are instituted
that specifically affect the experience of gays, the analysis of those laws
and policies should account for the religious beliefs of gays.
In order to show why the law should account for a gay religion, Part II
of this paper will analyze a description of “religion” offered by the courts
and legal commentators. The ambiguity of the religion clause of the First
Amendment6has been the topic of judicial opinions and legal commentaries
for decades. As a result of the religion clause’s ambiguity, Part II will also
analyze how other, non-legal, scholars have described religion. Part II will
not decide what the definition of religion is, rather it will provide a
framework of religion helpful in analyzing the gay ideology.
Part III of this paper will then apply the framework from Part II to
argue that the gay ideology is a religious ideology. Though this argument
will be made in general terms which cannot account for the highly personal
and individualized experiences of all gay people, its purpose is to show that
the gay person’s experiences could be just as plausibly termed religious as
the experiences of the believing religionist.
Finally, Part IV will examine how laws and legislators should account
for the “gay religion.” This section will include issues arising from the First
Amendment’s Free Exercise of Religion Clause, exemption clauses, and
how the debate between gay rights and religious belief is a false dilemma.
Some definitions are in order before the analysis begins. The term “gay
ideology,” as used throughout this paper reflects the social needs and
aspirations of the gay community. While the needs and aspirations of the
community may be diverse, it is assumed generally that the gay community
seeks social acceptance, dignity, respect, and equality under the law. It also
stands for the proposition that acting in harmony with one’s same-sex
5
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attraction requires entering into intimate relationships with members of the
same sex. Traditionally, the body of ideas that reflect these values has been
a mixture of political ideas, concepts of natural law, and patterns in civil
rights.
The term “gay experience” is used to mean the lifestyle and
experiences of a self-identified gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgendered
person. It involves processes of self-discovery and decisions to act in
harmony with one’s same-sex attraction. No single experience may be
common to all gays but some examples of the gay experience may be the
“coming out” experience or the act of entering an intimate relationship with
a same-sex partner. Being gay reifies certain beliefs, identities, and choices
found in a gay ideology. However, a person who has same-sex attraction
but who does not act in accordance with that attraction does not live the
“gay experience.” The “gay experience” requires the willingness to enter
intimate relationships with members of the same sex.
The term “homosexuality” is used sparingly because modern parlance
uses “homosexuality” to refer to the term “gay experience” as used in this
paper, and sometimes to refer to a biological condition. Here, the use of
“gay” refers to one’s identity, belief, and choice dynamics and the term
“same-sex attraction” is used to reference a biologically reductive
description. In cases where the term “homosexuality” is used, it has been
limited to a biological description.
Since most of the article is used to discuss what a “gay religion” is,
only a brief definition is offered here. A “gay religion” is a body of
religious ideas that reflect the social needs, aspirations, and spirituality of
the gay community. These ideas are religious because they “push . . .
toward some sort of ultimacy and transcendence that will provide norms
7
and power for the rest of life.” While religion is also a very broad topic, it
connotes a deeper commitment to a personal lifestyle than does one’s
political beliefs or notions of social equality. Thus, reifying a gay ideology
does not manifest political views or a conception of natural law or civil
right as much as it manifests religious aspirations.
II. DEFINITIONS OF RELIGION
A. RELIGION IN THE COURT
The Supreme Court’s best attempts to define religion were made in two
8
cases dealing with religious exemptions from the Selective Service. Even
though these cases analyze the statutory language of the Universal Military
Training and Selective Service Act rather than the meaning of religion in
the First Amendment, they provide an instructive and likely starting
point
9
for the Court in defining religion for First Amendment purposes.
7
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In 1890, before the Court analyzed religion in the Selective Service
cases, it opined that “the term ‘religion’ has reference to one’s . . . relation[
] to his Creator, . . . reverence for his being and character, and of obedience
10
to his will.” The idea that religion referenced divinity persisted through
1931 when the Court said that “the essence of religion is belief in a relation
to God involving duties superior to those arising from any human
11
relation.” But as time passed the Court began to broaden its concept of
religion. The Court held in a footnote that other belief systems could be
deemed religious, even if they did not teach what others might consider a
belief in God, such as
“Buddhism, Taoism, ethical culture, secular
12
humanism and others.” Finally, in 1965, the Court in United States v.
Seeger effectively eliminated a theistic requirement for religious belief and
13
expanded the notion of what religion means in American jurisprudence.
United States v. Seeger concerned the Universal Military Training and
Selective Service Act, which granted an exemption from combat training
and service in the armed forces to any individual “who by reason of their
religious training and14belief are conscientiously opposed to participation in
war in any form.” The Court struck down as unconstitutional the
requirement that “religious training and belief” meant “‘an individual’s
belief in a relation to a Supreme Being involving duties superior to those
arising from any human relation, but [not including] essentially political,
15
sociological, or philosophical views or a merely personal moral code.’”
In its place, the Court held that to receive a religious exemption, the belief
must be “sincere and meaningful[ly] occup[y] a place in the life of its
possessor parallel to that filled by the orthodox belief in God of one who
16
clearly qualifies for the exemption.”
Not only did Seeger show the Court’s willingness to broaden the
definition of religion, 17
it did so with the support of a contemporary
theologian, Paul Tillich. The Court used Tillich in support of the notion
that a Supreme Being is a 18
broad concept which does not necessarily entail
an anthropomorphic entity. By referring to a modern theologian, the court
recognized its incompetence on the matter of religion while also showing
that it was open to hear new “definitions” of religion. The court’s
willingness to hear new definitions of religion is essential for the
acceptance of a gay religion in American jurisprudence.
The second conscientious objector case, Welsh v. United States,
explained how an individual’s personal religious belief might run parallel
to an orthodox religious belief. In Welsh, the petitioner Elliot Welsh sought
a religious exemption from military service on his belief that “human life is
valuable in and of itself” and that he would not therefore “injure or kill
10
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19

another human being.” Originally, Welsh characterized his beliefs as
nonreligious but qualified his characterization later by explaining that
though his belief may not have been religious “in the conventional sense,”
20
“his beliefs were ‘certainly religious in the ethical sense of the word.’”
In striking down the lower court’s decision to deny Welsh an
exemption from military service, the Court held that a religious belief need
21
not be derived from “traditional or parochial concepts of religion.”
Rather, a22 person can derive one’s religious beliefs from personal, internal
sources. It does not matter whether
some people find a religious belief
23
“incorrect” or “incomprehensible.” What matters is that the belief “stems
from [one’s] moral, ethical, or religious beliefs about what is right and
wrong and . . 24
. these beliefs be held with the strength of traditional religious
convictions.” In this formulation, the exact content of one’s belief is
second to the function of that belief in one’s life.
Seeger and Welsh broadly define religion to cover both traditional,
theistic notions 25
of religious belief as well as less traditional, non-theistic
religious belief. A religious belief need not be similar to a Catholic or
Protestant ideology in order to find protection under the First Amendment.
Nor does it26matter if some people find the religious belief incomprehensible
or wrong. As long as the belief is sincere, meaningful, and “occupies a
place in the
life of its possessor parallel to that filled by an orthodox belief
27
in God,” a person should be able to find protection under the First
Amendment.
The Court did introduce at least one important ambiguity though—the
definition of an orthodox belief. If the courts want to compare a less
traditional, non-theistic believer to an orthodox believer, it must choose
criteria for defining what an orthodox believer looks like. When the Court
referenced Tillich, it indicated that it would allow other experts to define
orthodox belief. What follows are the attempts of legal and religious
scholars at defining orthodox belief.
B. RELIGION ACCORDING TO LEGAL COMMENTATORS
One attempt at providing a definition of orthodox religion could be
seen in the article Toward a Constitutional Definition of Religion, which
emphasizes that a religious belief is a set of beliefs embodying the ultimate
28
concern for the believer. An ultimate concern gives meaning and
orientation to a person’s whole life. It is a concern which no other concern
can supersede—the believer would rather “disregard elementary selfinterest and . . . accept martyrdom” than transgress the tenets of the
19
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29

belief. The content of the belief is irrelevant as far as traditional notions
of religion are concerned. The concern may be political, economic, or
cultural; it will be protected “regardless of how ‘secular’ that concern might
30
seem to be.” Finally, since the concern must be “unconditional, made
without qualification or 31
reservation,” it cannot be defined conjunctively
such as “X and Y and Z.”
Clearly, the ultimate concern test stresses the personal nature of
religious belief as well as the belief’s singular and guiding force in the life
of the believer. In fact, this test implies that every person has a religion.
Under the ultimate concern test, orthodox religion is different for every
person because orthodoxy equals one’s ultimate concern. Essentially, the
ultimate concern test eliminates the notion of orthodox belief.
By focusing on the ultimate concern of a person’s life, the author of the
test appears to implicitly eschew the necessity of organized religion as an
indicator for First Amendment religious belief. While it may be relevant
that a person’s religious belief is taught in an organized religious
denomination, it is not necessary. Religious belief can spring from the heart
of the believer. The ultimate concern test points us to a broader sense of
religion than the sense engendered by the customs and structure of
organized religion.
In response to the ultimate concern test, George Freeman argues that
32
giving religion such a broad meaning is mistaken. In The Misguided
Search for the Constitutional Definition of Religion, Freeman argues that
religion cannot be used as a term of art similar to the way courts treat the
33
word “speech” in the free speech clause. Speech as a term of art
encompasses, but is not limited to talking—it
includes painting, displaying
34
a red flag, and marching in a demonstration. Treating “religion” as a term
of art like “speech” would “convert[ ] the right to the free exercise
of
35
religion into a seemingly illimitable right of personal autonomy.” For
Freeman,
“[t]here simply is no essence of religion, no single feature or set of
features that all religions have in common and that distinguishes religion
from everything else. There is only a focus, coupled with a set of
paradigmatic features . . . . They alone are sufficient to give ‘religion’ its
meaning.”36

How do the courts avoid “converting the right to the free exercise of
religion into a seemingly illimitable right of personal autonomy” under
Freeman’s notion of religion? Freeman suggests the Court undertake an

29
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analysis summed
up by Judge Adams in Africa v. Commonwealth of
37
Pennsylvania.
Africa involved a prisoner who, because of his beliefs as a “Naturalist
Minister” in the MOVE organization, filed a civil action against the state
38
prison because it infringed on his religious beliefs. As a follower of
MOVE, the prisoner argued that it 39
was against one of his religious tenets to
eat anything other than raw food. The court, however, did not view the
40
MOVE organization as religious. Judge Adams wrote that a belief system
is secular rather than religious if it is “more akin to Thoreau’s rejection of
‘contemporary values accepted by the majority’ than to the ‘deep religious
41
convictions’ of the Amish.”
Freeman uses Judge Adams’s opinion to suggest that the Amish are
paradigmatic of the religious believer, while a system of belief whose
purpose is to “reject the contemporary values of the majority” is
42
paradigmatic of irreligion. Furthermore, it is such paradigms of religion
and irreligion that guide courts in their decisions regarding whether a
certain belief is religious.
In making his argument clearer, Freeman insists that defining the
“essence” of religion is misguided in the same way that Ludwig
43
Wittgenstein argued that defining the essence of a “chair” is misguided.
Our decision whether X is a chair will depend on whether we can use X in
44
the same manner as the standard chair. The closer X resembles a chair
the
45
easier it is to include X in the class of standard (paradigmatic) chairs. The
more dissimilar X is to a standard chair, the easier it is to exclude X from
46
the class of standard chairs. Ostensibly, Freeman’s purpose in invoking
Wittgenstein’s philosophy of language is to suggest not only that there is no
definition of religion, but that the courts do not need a definition.
We all use the word “religion” without agreeing on a precise,
exhaustive definition. The duty of the court then, is to rely on the family of
resemblances surrounding “religion,” realize that there is a gradient
between religion and irreligion, and make plausible determinations of
47
religion in the indeterminate cases. Freeman asks the court to abandon the
assumption that “religion” has meaning, not because it will “make the task
of deciding cases under the religion clauses any easier,” but because “it
48
should improve the way in which that task is performed.”
37

Id. at 1559.
See Africa v. Pennsylvania, 662 F.2d 1025 (3d Cir. 1981).
Id. at 1026–27.
40
Id. at 1033.
41
Id. at 1035.
42
Freeman, supra note 32, at 1559.
43
Id. at 1549.
44
Id. at 1551–52.
45
Id.
46
Id.
47
See id.
48
Id. at 1565. Whether the task of deciding cases based on definitions of religion will improve by
understanding Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations, however, is not the purpose of this paper.
Freeman’s reference to Wittgenstein however, suggests an important component to understanding how
“religion” functions in the First Amendment.
38
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Though Freeman did not go into length concerning Wittgenstein’s view
on the origins of language, it is Wittgenstein’s philosophy that makes the
fact that we use words without knowing their essences meaningful to
understanding what religion means. Wittgenstein posited that
definitions
49
surface from the culture and society in which they are used. In order to
properly use a word, we have to be alert to the social backdrop from which
50
the word emerges. Wittgenstein gives the example that, “[i]f a lion could
talk, we could not understand him,” to explain that even if a lion could use
words we would not understand it because we do not have access to the
51
lion’s culture and society. Religion, then, is a highly contextual concept.
Our ability to use the word “religion” in the First Amendment rests on our
understanding of American society, culture, and constitutional
interpretation. By invoking Wittgenstein’s philosophy, Freeman is
indirectly claiming that some reference to orthodox religion is essential in
shaping the court’s use of the term “religion” but that the understanding of
orthodox religion will come out of American culture.
So far, the definitions and analyses provided by the Court and
commentators in the preceding paragraphs are problematic for defining a
gay religion because they refer to an existing notion of religion in the
process of defining religion. The gay religion is not an orthodox or an
existing religion per se. For the Court to accept the gay religion in its
decision making, it will need to fit in religion’s family of resemblances.
The Court will need to see how the gay experience can plausibly be
described as religious.
The following section will critically approach religion from how it has
been used among religious scholars in an attempt to gain a better grasp on
what the courts and commentators relied on when they sought to make their
definitions of religion. In so doing, the proceeding section will also buttress
the notion that a “gay ideology” is properly a “gay religion.”
C. RELIGION ACCORDING TO OTHER SCHOLARS
The purpose of this section is not to definitively outline the contours of
religion in America. That would be a never ending task. Rather, the purpose
is to determine whether the American use of “religion” can be applied to
the gay experience. Hopefully, by taking a detour into other, non-legal
commentary, a more robust and practical understanding of religion will be
provided to assist those who think about the gay experience to think about
it in terms of religious experience.
This analysis relies primarily on Harold Bloom’s The American
Religion and William James’s The Varieties of Religious Experience. Both
these authors speak to American conceptions of religion. This is important
because ideas concerning religion are not universal and by providing
American theories concerning religion, the argument can be made that the
“gay religion” is an American religion fit for the First Amendment.
49
50
51
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In The Varieties of Religious Experience, James focused his work on
examining religion as a personal
sentiment rather than as an institutional or
52
ecclesiastical organization. One reason for doing this is that James
believes that personal
religion is “more fundamental than either theology or
53
ecclesiasticism.” All churches or religious institutions are “second
hand”
54
traditions which rely on the personal experience of their founders. This is
not only true for the “superhuman founders,” that is Christ, Buddha, or
Mahomet, but also for each of the founding members of the sects of
Christianity. From the beginning, James orients his readers on the
necessarily personal nature of religion. He, like the author of the ultimate
concern test, casts a wide net meant to catch individuals and not
institutions. Institutional religion then, “with its priests and sacraments and
55
other go-betweens sinks to an altogether secondary place.” James is more
concerned with the personal nature of religion—“the inner dispositions of
man himself which form the centre of interest, his conscience, his deserts,
56
his helplessness, his incompleteness.”
As a result of James’s focuses on the personal, it is not surprising that
57
he think that there should be many types of religions. He reasons that
since no two people are alike, since no two of us have identical difficulties,
and since each of us has his own “peculiar angle of observation,” we
cannot expect to “work
out identical solutions”—“different men may all
58
find worthy missions.” But James’s test of religion is not as solipsistic as
the ultimate concern test. Even with this conception about the multitude of
religious lives, James was able to distill some points of commonality which
are relevant to religious belief.
As a way of broadly summarizing the characteristics of religious life,
James came up with five characteristics that are included in religious belief:
1. That the visible world is part of a more spiritual universe from which it
draws its chief significance;
2. That union or harmonious relation with that higher universe is our true
end;
3. That prayer or inner communion with the spirit thereof—be that spirit
‘God’ or ‘law’—is a process wherein work is really done, and spiritual
energy flows in and produces effects, either psychological or material,
within the phenomenal world.

Religion includes also the following psychological characteristics:
4. A new zest which adds itself like a gift to life, and takes the form either
of lyrical enchantment or of appeal to earnestness and heroism.
5. An assurance of safety and a temper of peace, and, in relation to others,
a preponderance of loving affections.59
52

WILLIAM JAMES, THE VARIETIES OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE 32 (Harvard University Press 1985).
Id. at 32.
Id. at 33.
55
Id.
56
Id.
57
See id. at 384.
58
Id.
59
Id. at 382–83.
53
54
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These five characteristics point to the importance of religion in the life
of the believer, for religion gives the believer’s life purpose, “zest,” safety,
peace, and love. James grants that his formulation sounds egotistical.
“Religion, in short, is a monumental chapter in the history of human
egotism.”60 Therefore, he is confident that the religious individual will tell
you “that the divine meets him on the basis of his personal concerns.”61
James contrasts religion with the “Science of Nature” which “utterly
repudiate[s] the personal point of view.”62 Science “catalogues her elements
and records her laws indifferent as to what purpose may be shown forth by
them, and constructs her theories quite careless of their bearing on human
anxieties and fates.”63 He marks an important distinction between religion
pre-scientific revolution and religion post-scientific revolution. Theology
before science explained a God “who conformed the largest things of
nature to the paltriest of our private wants.”64 This is not the case in our
modern age. Science teaches us that the world follows a course indifferent
to our human purposes.
For gays questioning why they experience same-sex attraction, this is
an important observation. In American culture, science is the means by
which we understand the causes of same-sex attraction; religion is the
means through which gays give purpose to their lives given their same-sex
attraction.
From James we learn about the religious experiences of believers. This
lesson will be important for understanding the experiences of gays, but
when it comes to defining what religion means or what orthodox religion
is, James’s analysis only takes us so far. For example, James presents a
plausible description of orthodox religious experience, but doctrinally, the
descriptions of religious experience do little to settle the question of
orthodoxy. With 78.4% of Americans identifying themselves as Christian in
2007,65 one might think that the orthodox religious doctrine might lean
Christian. However, Harold Bloom assures us that “we think we are
Christian, but we are not.”66 Bloom explains that the American religious
doctrine is not a denominational orthodoxy but a broad description of an
American Religion which encompasses three ancient religious movements.
For Bloom, the American Religion is a triad of Enthusiasm,
Gnosticism, and Orphism.67 Enthusiasm is the movement that describes
religion as a religion of experience. A religious conversion, for example,
must be “felt, manifested, and exuberantly communicated.”68 Later Bloom
calls Enthusiasm’s contribution to the American Religion the “fundamental
60

Id. at 387.
Id.
Id.
63
Id.
64
Id. at 390.
65
See Pew Forum on Religion & Public Life, Statistics on Religion in America Report (Feb. 2008),
http://religions.pewforum.org/reports.
66
HAROLD BLOOM, AMERICAN RELIGION: THE EMERGENCE OF THE POST-CHRISTIAN NATION 37
(Simon & Shuster 1992).
67
Id. at 52.
68
Id. at 49.
61
62
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but scarcely ever avowed principle . . . [of] creedlessness, or the doctrine of
experience”69 and compares an early American manifestation of
Enthusiasm to the Woodstock Rock festival of 1969—complete with orgies
and altered states of consciousness.70
Pure Enthusiasm though would have “left an emptiness in America but
for something more vibrant that replaced doctrine, a timeless knowing that
in itself saves.”71 Gnosticism, Bloom’s second in the triad of American
religion is the “knowing that in itself saves.”72 To begin to understand
Gnosticism, Bloom writes that we need only ask ourselves: “What do I
actually regard my innermost self as being?”73 One answer to that question,
and the one that seems to resonate with many Americans, is that inside each
of us is “the spark or transcendental self that is free of the fallen or created
world.”74 This knowledge of ourselves is particularly attractive for
Americans because it confirms what we have always believed about
ourselves: we are free.75
The third movement in Bloom’s triad, Orphism, teaches believers of
the American Religion the “potential divinity of the elitist self.”76 This last
leg of the American Religion triad supports the notion of the importance of
self. “The self is the truth, and there is a spark at its center that is best and
oldest, being the God within.”77 Orphism, by vaunting the self, gives the
American religion an American faith rooted in self-awareness.78
The American Religion leads Bloom to discover that religion in
America is primarily selfish.79 “The God of the American Religion,” writes
Bloom, “is an experiential God, so radically within our own being as to
become a virtual identity with what is most authentic (oldest and best) in
the self.”80 Americans are much quicker to find fault with “nature, time,
and history” than they are to find fault with “God nor with herself or
himself.”81 Furthermore, American religionists seek the American Jesus
(“an internalized quest”) rather than the historical Jesus.82 American
individualism warrants each American to seriously claim, “God loves
me.”83 Bloom argues that historical religions, those that predated the United
States of America, did not engender such individualized attention from
divinity.84 This is a uniquely American concept.85
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This fixation with the self has peculiar ramifications for religion. When
a person testifies that she believes in God, or that he loves Jesus, Bloom
argues that such phrases generally mean “‘I cannot function because I
dread dying’ or ‘My neighbor won’t vote for me.’”86 Bloom may too
harshly criticize religion by indicating that a person’s “supposed faith” is
“essentially political,”87 but his criticism suggests that religious beliefs and
political beliefs may be conflated even in the mind of the believer.
Even bleaker than the mixing of politics and religion is what Bloom
fears is the deterioration of community as the result of American
Gnosticism.88 Bloom writes “[u]rging the need for community upon
American religionists is a vain enterprise; the experiential encounter with
Jesus or God is too overwhelming for memories of community to abide,
and the believer returns from the abyss of ecstasy with the self enhanced
and otherness devalued.”89 Understanding that American religion reinforces
the notion that individuality takes precedence above community will help
to explain why battles between a gay religion and a traditional religion may
be so fierce. If both sides are willing to devalue the other, as Bloom’s brand
of religion leads us to believe, then finding a solution will require that each
side realize just how committed they are to their sets of beliefs.
Where James gave us some discrete elements of the experienced
religion, Bloom gives us the broader package of American Religion, where
experience is tied with knowledge of self-importance, and the goal to
become something great, even divine. Bloom’s stance may be more cynical
than James’s because religion in Bloom’s eyes appears to act as a validation
of oneself whereas James sees religion as a means of understanding self.
But both James and Bloom seem to agree that religion is deeply personal
and never necessarily connected to a traditional belief system. While
Bloom explored many different American religions, he recognized that
their doctrines “essentially stem from their self-concealed core of the
American Religion: Orphic, Gnostic, millenarian.”90 He also recognized
that the American Religion can “establish itself within nearly any available
outward form.”91 Which leads to the next question: Has the American
Religion established itself within the “outward form” of the gay
experience?
III. GAY RELIGION
A. THE NATURE OF THE GAY EXPERIENCE
Though they may not always agree, from the various definitions of
religion posited by courts, legal commentators, and religious critics, it
seems safe to say that the following statement is false: “If X is a religion,
86
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then it is Christian, Jewish, Buddhist, or Islamic.” Religion is personal
rather than institutional. While a believer’s personal religion may reflect the
particular doctrine of a religious institution, it need not be tied to any
traditional doctrine. Religion is not the means for learning the world’s
functions, but the means by which we give the world’s functions meaning
in our lives.
What then of the gay experience? Traditional religions have not
universally embraced gay views on morality, nor is there such a thing as an
orthodox gay faith. But it is obvious that the gay experience is highly
personal. Many gays must struggle alone for acceptance in a society that
does not share in the same concerns. Furthermore, being gay entails
acceptance of preconditions, such as having a same-sex attraction, and
giving those preconditions purpose and meaning in one’s life as a gay
person. But is this sufficient to make a case for a gay religion? What
follows is a rough answer to an often personal and complicated issue, but
one which hopefully answers that question in the affirmative. If a person
classifies herself as gay she probably means, at the very least, that she
experiences same-sex attraction. Same-sex attraction is a necessary
precondition for being gay and will be pivotal in understanding that a gay
religion can spring from this attraction. Therefore same-sex attraction is a
good starting point for deciding whether the gay experience is properly
religious.
While same-sex attraction undoubtedly exists, it is not manifestly the
case that same-sex attraction is an immutable characteristic. Some studies
show that same-sex attraction can be linked to genetic indicators;92 others
show that it is linked to experiential factors.93 This is the centuries old
nature versus nurture debate. Though this debate will likely continue for
some time, it suffices to quote the handbook on neural science:
For many years the debate over the causes of homosexuality has been
framed in terms of nature versus nurture: Is homosexuality determined by
choice, that is by experiential factors, or by biological factors such as
hormones or genes? It is likely that both are involved. A complex
behavioral trait such as sexual orientation is unlikely to be caused by a
single gene, a single hormone-induced alteration in brain structure, or a
single experience in life. The etiology of homosexuality—and
heterosexuality—must be multifactorial.94

Thus, at present, the notion that a person is naturalistically determined to be
homosexual or heterosexual is not warranted. Most likely, many factors
combine to result in one’s sexual orientation.
92
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However, whether same-sex attraction is an immutable characteristic is
irrelevant for purposes of describing the gay experience. The question is
not whether one feels same-sex attraction, rather it is what one does with
those feelings.95 Bald statements such as, “If you are attracted to someone
of the same sex, then you live the gay experience,” mask the complexity
and varieties of life experiences. Our culture prefers binaries and neat
classifications of groups.96 Thus, when a devout Christian claims to be a
heterosexual who “struggles” with same-sex attraction—meaning that he
feels attracted to the same sex but believes he should resist those feelings—
some immediately claim that the person is gay and is denying his identity,
while others may insist he is caught up in perverted sin.97 It is much easier
to make sense of the world with axioms such as, “If you feel attraction for
your same sex, then you are gay,” but this is not always the case.
Most of the dialogue surrounding the gay experience focuses on people
who are consistent in their decisions to act according to their same-sex
attraction. But these types of people are only one segment in the class of
the gay experience. Janet Halley writes that some people have made a
choice about their sexuality, while others reject that homosexuality is
central to their identities “whether because they identify as bisexual,
because they seek to de-emphasize the gender parameters of sexuality,
because they are experimental about sexuality, or because they experience
sexuality not as serious self-expressiveness but as play, drag, and ironic
self-reflexivity.”98 What emerges from a description of the gay experience
is not a logical “if, then,” but a personal choice.
If a person feels attracted to the same sex, that person may decide how
she will react to that attraction. Note that her choice dynamic often begins
after she has felt same-sex attraction. She may then classify herself as gay,
as a “heterosexual with issues,” as bisexual, or not classify herself at all but
insist that such attractions are not serious self-expressions, but a sort of
“ironic self-reflexivity.” How should she proceed? The discussion of
95
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religion up to this point offers one solution: she may choose the meaning of
same-sex attractions in her life. Whether consciously or not, everyone who
is attracted to members of the same sex (not to mention those who are
attracted to the opposite sex) decide how those attractions factor into one’s
life. What makes that decision religious is the subject of the following
paragraphs.
B. RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND THE GAY EXPERIENCE
When a gay rights activist accused Ted Haggard, a married evangelical
preacher who had sexual encounters with a gay man,99 that he was
disingenuous or confused about his sexuality, or when any evangelical
preacher condemns gay people for committing sin, both the gay rights
activist and the evangelical preacher makes an assertion based on their
personal religious beliefs. The evangelical preacher’s religious belief may
be easier to define because it can be explained by ready reference to
codified dogma. The gay rights activist on the other hand, does not enjoy
such a condensed set of beliefs. This allows the activist to couch his belief
in terms other than religious, such as in terms of politics or civil rights.
However, one thing is clear in the activist’s assertion: he is prescribing a
“should” to Ted Haggard’s conduct just as the evangelical preacher is
prescribing a “should” to the gay man’s conduct. Both assert what the gay
man should do with his same-sex attraction. Where does the activist’s
notion of “should” come from? As mentioned earlier, the statement, “if you
are attracted to the same sex, then you live the gay experience,” is not an
axiomatic statement. It is a statement which follows from other premises.
The religious characteristics of these premises make the case that gay
ideology is a gay religion.
Returning to James’s five characteristics of religious belief, the
following provides one evaluation of the gay experience in America, and
one set of premises which support this conclusion: “if you are attracted to
the same sex, then you should live the gay experience.” This treatment is
not intended to be anyway representative of any one person, only just as
one plausible, yet broad, treatment of a person’s experience when he finds
that he is attracted to members of the same sex. James’s five characteristics
will provide a context to find meaning with the man’s same-sex attraction.
1. That the visible world is part of a more spiritual universe from which it
draws its chief significance.
A gay man, like a heterosexual man, may feel that one’s sexuality is an
invisible part of the spiritual world. A person cannot readily apprehend
one’s sexuality with the same senses which allow us movement in the
visible world. Rather, one’s sexuality exists in the world of relationships,
pleasures, wants, and needs. Though the gay man feels sexual urges, he
may not be certain where they come from, only that they have force.
99
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2. That union or harmonious relation with that higher universe is our true
end.
A gay man who feels attraction to another man may feel that harmony
is achieved only when he acts on those attractions. Suppressing those
attractions and denying them manifestation would be antithetical to their
purpose.
3. That prayer or inner communion with the spirit thereof—be that spirit
‘God’ or ‘law’—is a process wherein work is really done, and spiritual
energy flows in and produces effects, either psychological or material,
within the phenomenal world.
As the gay man openly “comes out,” he effects real changes in his life.
He embraces these changes, seeks out communities where his beliefs are
respected and honored. By following the dictates of his heart, he realizes
that his course is a good one and can lead to happiness. He may believe that
God or divine law made him with his same-sex attraction.
4. A new zest which adds itself like a gift to life, and takes the form either
of lyrical enchantment or of appeal to earnestness and heroism.
A gay man who makes peace with his same-sex attraction in this way
may find a new “zest” for life. This “zest” propels him in the community.
He may actively preach his beliefs to100
others. He may stand heroically in the
face of those who disagree with him.
5. An assurance of safety and a temper of peace, and, in relation to
others, a preponderance of loving affections.
While society surrounding him may seem unaccommodating, a gay
man may feel safety and peace in the knowledge that
he has not denied
101
“what is most authentic (oldest and best) in the self.” A gay man who has
found a community where his beliefs are shared may also enjoy a
“preponderance of loving affections.”
This formulation can be extended further to meet the criteria of
Bloom’s particular brand of American Religion. A gay man may preach a
102
“doctrine of experience” claiming that in order to know what it is to be
gay, you have to experience gayness. Furthermore, upon serious selfreflection, he believes that the oldest and best part of himself is gay.
Knowing this helps him cope with the world around him and allows him
the freedom to be who he is despite cultural norms and laws. Becoming
aware of these facts give him the most pleasure and meaning in life. Lastly,
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though he may be selfless in every other way, he will selfishly hold onto his
beliefs, rejecting the pleadings of family and friends to “just be normal.”
While this is just one possible formulation, some may criticize it
because of its vagueness. “If this is religion, then any process of selfactualization could be called a religion,” some may argue. What makes this
characterization significant is that it parallels the experience of an orthodox
believer. If Bloom’s description of the American Religion is accurate, then
the gay man’s experiences fit Bloom’s doctrinal triad of Enthusiasm,
Gnosticism, and Orphism. Enthusiasm teaches that a gay conversion
must
103
be “felt, manifested, and exuberantly communicated.”
Gnosticism
teaches that the gay person must regard his innermost self as being free
from hetero-normative culture. And Orphism teaches the gay man that his
self, same-sex attraction included, embodies the truth and is the central
spark of divinity. Because this doctrine is at the heart of the American
Religion, it justifies the notion that the choice dynamics of the gay person
are religious.
But the peculiarities of the gay experience and religion do not end with
a hypothetical set of religious premises warranting the gay experience.
Some have explicitly linked the gay experience with religion. One gay
theologian, Chris Glaser, has argued that the “coming out” experience of a
104
gay person is a religious sacrament. Glaser writes:
Coming out signals Confirmation in and affirmation of our creation as
gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgendered, and in our citizenship within the
commonwealth of God. It serves as our personal assent to something that
God has already done, that is, created us by nature and nurture, and we
affirm with the psalmist: “you knit me together in my mother’s
womb” . . . .105

Thus, Glaser affirms Bloom’s doctrine of Orphism in the American
Religion—being gay was created by God’s spark in the womb.
Furthermore, James would likely find the religious experience described by
Glaser, when he writes, “[c]oming out as sacrament means recognizing
God’s Word acting in our own life, delivering us from the closet, guiding
106
and sustaining us, and promising us a new and more meaningful life.”
C. OBJECTIONS TO THE GAY RELIGION
Those who find the prospect of a gay religion troubling may do so on
any of three grounds. First, gay people do not make the decision to be gay,
unlike the members of a religion who make the decision to join their faith.
This is the argument from immutability. Religious people are generally not
born with an immutable Christian, Jewish, or Islamic characteristic. Gay
people on the other hand are born with an immutable homosexual
characteristic. Since the origins are different, then being gay and being
religious are different. The second objection is closely related to the
103
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argument from immutability—being gay is a person’s identity not an
expression of belief. According to this argument from identity, a person
may identify herself as Catholic, but this is different from identifying
herself as gay. Gay identity connotes deeper certainty, whereas Catholic
identity connotes situational contingency. Gay identity has a higher
likelihood of persisting across cultures than does Catholic identity. The
difference between the argument from immutability and from identity is
that the identity argument does not rest on the notion that being gay is
wholly immutable. The final objection argues that even if there was such a
thing as a gay ideology, the First Amendment does not countenance it as a
religion because being gay may be cultural, political,
or philosophical, but
107
it is not religious. This is the philosophy argument.
A form of the immutability argument has been advocated in an attempt
108
to grant gays heightened protection under the Equal Protection Clause.
109
However successful these arguments have been in the courts,
their
application to a notion of gay religion is uncharted. The strongest argument
from immutability would point out the clear distinction between biological
determinism and religious choice. Having same-sex attraction is a product
of genetic history whereas joining a religion is clearly a product of a
personal choice and social pressures. Because the two are so dissimilar in
their origins, they cannot be the same.
Superficially, this argument makes a lot of sense. How can something
like picking a religion be the result of genetic programming? If a person
was born into a tribe in the Amazon where Christianity is nonexistent, it is
difficult to imagine that the person would have the genes to become a
Southern Baptist. While there is probably not a Southern Baptist gene, it is
a different question whether there is a biological explanation for why some
people are believers and some are not.
Many theoreticians throughout history have argued
that religion is as
110
much the result of biology as the color of one’s hair. James calls the idea
that religious
experiences are the result of biology “medical
111
materialism.” Medical materialism explains that Saint Paul’s vision on
the road to Damascus was a “discharging lesion of the occipital cortex, he
107

One can also make an originalist argument that drafters of the First Amendment did not consider a
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112

being an epileptic.” But a consistent theory of medical materialism will
not only explain the origin of religion, it will explain the origin of every
belief: “Scientific theories are organically conditioned just as much as
religious emotions are; and if we only knew the facts intimately enough, we
should doubtless see ‘the liver’ determining the dicta of the sturdy atheist
as decisively as it does those of the Methodist under conviction anxious
113
about his soul.”
James’s point, however, was that the origin does not
matter when we consider religious belief. By extension of James’s
argument, I argue that origins do not matter when analyzing religion and
homosexuality.
Given that being religious probably has some biological origins, just as
being gay has some biological origins, one cannot argue that religion is
different from homosexuality on organic grounds. A religious believer may
have a “disordered
colon” which induces him to “pin[e] for spiritual
114
veracity” just as a gay man may have neurons which induce him to pine
for male companionship. James argues that when we judge between states
of mind, we do not judge them on their “organic antecedents” but whether
we “take an immediate delight in them” or
whether “we believe them to
115
bring us good consequential fruits for life.” A gay man does not evaluate
the decision to act on his same-sex attraction on “organic antecedents” but
on whether he believes that such actions will bear “consequential fruits for
life.” The same can be said of the Catholic who begins his religious quest.
The second argument which asserts that being gay is different from
being religious rests on notions of identity. Identity closely parallels, and
even intersects immutability when discussed in a courtroom. In Watkins v.
United States Army, Judge Norris wrote that “the Supreme Court is willing
to treat a trait as effectively immutable if changing it would involve great
difficulty, such
as requiring a major physical change or a traumatic change
116
of identity.”
Kenji Yoshino writes that “‘immutable characteristic’
becomes a metonym for ‘core identity’ rather
than remaining a synonym
117
for a characteristic the bearer cannot shed.’” Chai Feldblum argues that
one’s identity is the result of “those big decisions in life that go to the core,
118
essential aspects of our selves.” These are decisions such as marriage,
the choice to have sexual intimacy with a partner,
choosing a job, and
119
practicing a religion according to one’s conscience.
Though Feldblum does not explicitly make the argument that being gay
is dissimilar from being religious because being gay is a question of
identity, one can infer it from her argument of “identity liberty” and “belief
liberty.” Feldblum contends that the spectrum of liberty interests extend
112
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under the categories of bodily liberty, identity liberty, and belief liberty.
This spectrum also facilitates a ranking
system in which belief liberty is
121
subservient to an identity liberty.
Feldblum argues that being gay is a
species122of identity liberty while being religious is a species of belief
liberty.
Thus, a law that protects the identity of gays at the cost of
burdening religious belief is justified because identity is ranked above
123
belief.
The problem with Feldblum’s argument lies in her definition of
identity. First, under Feldblum’s distinction between identity and belief,124
is
the possibility that the core of a person’s identity is religious.
Immediately she recognizes that “[b]elief liberty presumably could be
subsumed under identity liberty,
since our beliefs are very often
125
constitutive of our identities.” But she does not explain why the reverse
is not also possible; that identity liberty is subsumed under belief liberty.
Instead she explains that identifying belief liberty separately from identity
liberty is valuable because belief liberty is “often conflated with First
126
Amendment rights.”
Her classification, on the other hand, appears to
conflate identity with belief, calling into question whether there is actually
a difference between saying one’s identity is gay and saying that one has a
gay religious belief.
Secondly, and related to the first objection, her definition of identity
127
rests on “those big” decisions that are essential to defining ourselves.
Most big decisions are made with reference to antecedent principles. For
example, a person usually does not decide to marry on a whim. Instead, a
bride-to-be may make the decision based on her religious, political, social,
or philosophical beliefs. Her religion may have taught her that marrying is
a way to come closer to God, or she may believe that marrying will
position her favorably in the public eye when she runs for President. It is
not important what the reason is, only that there is a reason. Religion,
though one of many different reasons, is still a means by which identity is
formed. Religion is just as important to identity as same-sex attraction is to
identity.
Feldblum’s error may be further illuminated by her belief that
heterosexuality and homosexuality
are morally neutral, “similar to having
128
red or brown hair.”
It is true that same-sex attraction or opposite
attraction is morally neutral, but Feldblum mistakenly equates same-sex
attraction with being gay and opposite sex attraction with being “straight.”
Feldblum only confuses the issue more when she claims that 129
“acting
consistently with one’s sexual orientation” is a morally good choice. It is
120
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as though she is saying a gay man’s identity is fixed and his decisions
respecting his identity are based on belief. This argument takes for granted
that orientation is a decision based partly on same-sex or opposite sex
attraction and partly on a person’s beliefs.
While it is true that some people have same-sex attraction and others
do not, not all people
who have same-sex attraction will identify
130
themselves as gay.
How a person orients himself sexually is a choice
based on the attraction
he feels and the justifications he has for making
131
sexual decisions.
For example, a man may have an attraction for a
woman but may choose never to have sex because he would rather swear a
vow of celibacy. For this reason, he chooses no sexual orientation because
he has decided not to pursue sexual intimacy with man or woman. His
decision, however, was based on a belief that in order to sufficiently
worship God, he should not honor his opposite sex attraction by pursing
sexual intimacy with another woman. Indeed, he should try to suppress that
attraction.
A counterargument to the celibate priest analogy is that it focuses too
narrowly on sexual acts. Why should someone’s identity be based on that
person’s actions? Is it not enough that the priest feels an attraction to a
woman in order for him to have the identity of heterosexual? This
132
counterargument is the “status/conduct” approach to identity. Feldblum
rejects this approach to gay identity for133the same reason that one should
reject it for the celibate priest’s identity. She wrote: “It seemed to me the
height of disingenuousness, absurdity and indeed disrespect, to tell
someone it is permissible to ‘be’ gay, but not
permissible to engage in gay
134
sex. What do they think being gay means?” Similarly, it is absurd to call
someone heterosexual, gay, or sexual at all if he has given up sex in order
to serve God.
The Philosophical argument against a gay religion is especially
pertinent because it has a direct bearing on whether a gay ideology is a
religion for purposes of the First Amendment. This final objection suggests
that being gay is not religious, but political or philosophical. Whether a
system of belief is religious, political, or philosophical is critical for First
Amendment analysis because the amendment
guarantees the free exercise
135
of religion, not of philosophy or science. Though gay people may unite
in order to change the political climate in America, it is not a serious
argument to say that a person is gay based on a political belief. Whether
130
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being gay is the result of a life philosophy, however, does present a serious
attack on a gay religion.
The argument that being gay is the result of a life philosophy reflects
an acceptance that being gay is the product of decisions based on a belief
system but a discomfort with classifying a gay ideology as a religion—to
call being gay the product of religious belief is going too far because
religion is about God, church, and ceremony. As has already been argued,
such a conception of religion is too narrow to accommodate the varying
religious beliefs in America. However, religion and philosophy are closely
aligned and finding a way to tease them apart has been the job of many
136
religious philosophers.
Baruch Spinoza offers one approach in separating religion from
philosophy. While his is only one approach among many, his analysis is
sufficient in order to suggest one reason why a gay ideology is properly a
religion rather than a philosophy. Spinoza argued that the Bible’s essential
purpose is to convey a simple moral
message, “Love thy neighbor,” and it
137
is not the source of “natural truth.” The moral message of the scriptures
138
is what makes a religion religious rather than philosophical.
Prophets,
according to Spinoza, were not great philosophers but “morally superior
individuals” who were capable of “apprehend[ing] that which lies beyond
139
the boundary of the intellect.”
Spinoza’s idea of religion is consistent with the one argued for here.
Religion does not require ancient texts, but a concern for issues of morality,
like loving one’s neighbor. The gay religion certainly concerns morality if it
is a moral question whether someone should have an intimate relationship
with another of the same sex. Those who insist that the gay ideology is
philosophical rather than religious confuse the search for the “natural truth”
of gayness with the moral imperatives of gayness. Certainly it is
philosophical to consider whether someone is born with same-sex attraction
or whether that attraction was facilitated by social pressures. Questions
which lead to the “natural truth” of same-sex attraction are not the same
kinds of questions that lead to a meaningful life for a gay man. Religion
provides answers to how a gay man can lead a meaningful life.
One last consideration for the argument that being gay is not
philosophical concerns Judge Adams’s formulation that an ideology is
religious if it is similar to the “deep religious convictions of the Amish” and
not analogous to “Thoreau’s rejection of ‘contemporary values accepted by
140
the majority.’” The decision to act according to one’s same-sex attraction
does not come by reasoning like Thoreau’s civil disobedience. The choice
to classify oneself as gay may come from deep and ineffable origins—a
136
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connection with what Bloom might call what is “best and oldest” about
oneself. That it feels right is often the best reason one can give. This is not
unlike many religious believers. When a Mormon is asked why he has
chosen to live a life consistent with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints’ teachings, his best answer will be that it feels right and that his
experience arriving at that determination is ineffable. Postulating that a
person is gay or Mormon because he has been
convinced by logic that he
142
must be, misses the point of religious belief. As Spinoza points out, faith
and reason inhabit different spheres and neither should tread in the domain
143
of the other.
IV. PRACTICAL EFFECTS OF A “GAY RELIGION”
If the gay experience is best supported by a theory of religious belief,
how does that affect gay rights advocacy in the courts and in legislation?
This paper has attempted to make the argument that gay rights advocates
could rely on the protection of the First Amendment’s Free Exercise clause
when making arguments to the court. However, using the Free Exercise
clause of the First Amendment is by no means the only method of legal
argument available to gay rights advocates. Indeed, “most violations of the
free exercise protection may be vindicated without reference to the free
144
exercise clause.” If the gay experience is already protected under other
provisions of the constitution, what is gained by analyzing the gay
experience in terms of religious belief?
One area where gays might enjoy added protections from the Free
Exercise Clause would be in those instances where the clause ex proprio
vigore mandates an exemption from what would otherwise be a legal duty.
However, instances where religiously minded people are exempt from laws
purely on the grounds that doing so would constrain their right to free
exercise of their religion are hard to find after the ruling in City of Boerne v.
Flores.145 Boerne maintained the proposition that laws of general
applicability can be enforced against religious146practices even if the
government does not have a compelling interest. Thus, if there were a
law of general applicability that constrained the religious practices of a gay
person, a gay person would have a difficult time finding a Free Exercise
exemption, through the court did not make it impossible.
For a case study demonstrating how a gay person might use the Free
Exercise clause to find an exemption from state law, we turn to Lawrence v.
Texas.147 Lawrence involved two men who were charged with violating a
141
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Texas anti-sodomy statute. One of the men, Lawrence, sued successfully
149
on the grounds that his substantive due process rights were violated.
Justice Scalia criticized the majority for “apply[ing] an unheard-of form of
150
rational-basis review”
while nowhere mentioning that “homosexual
sodomy is a ‘fundamental right.’” However, the Court could have avoided
applying an “unheard-of form of rational-basis review” and held for
Lawrence, had Lawrence used the Free Exercise Clause. The ruling in
Employment Division v. Smith151 provides the reason.
In Employment Division v. Smith, a case where members of a religion
sought an exemption from an anti-peyote law, Justice Scalia reasoned that a
religious practice could be exempted from a statute of general applicability
if the asserted right involved
a “hybrid” right consisting of a free exercise
152
right and another right. For example, a licensing system that regulates
the publication of religious materials
involves two rights—a freedom of
153
religion and a freedom of speech.
Since publishing religious materials
involves those two rights, it could be exempted from the licensing system.
The peyote law in Smith, however, did not “represent[ ] an attempt to
regulate religious beliefs, the communication of religious beliefs, or the
raising of one's children in those beliefs,” so the petitioners could not be
154
exempt on Free Exercise grounds.
Applying Scalia’s hybrid rights analysis to the facts in Lawrence could
have yielded different results. If Lawrence had argued that the Texas AntiSodomy statute denied him his right to free exercise of his gay religion in
conjunction with another right, then he could plausibly have received an
exemption from the statute on Free Exercise jurisprudence. Naturally, the
question becomes what is the other right? Though the Lawrence Court
never asserted that homosexual sodomy was a fundamental right, they
operated as though there had to be a right at issue. It is not my purpose to
suggest what that other right might be, but only to suggest that the right
seems like it could easily be a member of the family of rights Scalia
mentioned in Smith.
Suppose, however, that the Texas Anti-Sodomy statute provided a
religious “exemption clause” analogous to the conscience clauses in the
medical community or the conscientious objector clause in the Universal
Military Training and Selective Service Act. Suppose further that the
exemption was meant to target certain theistic religions where sodomy was
155
a religious rite. Would the exemption be read narrowly to ensure that
only claims from the countenanced theistic religions would apply, or would
it be interpreted broadly enough to allow functionally equivalent claims,
such as those by a gay religion?
148
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First, if the exemption clause named one of the possible theistic
religions countenanced,
then the clause would probably violate the
156
Establishment Clause. The reason it would violate the clause is because
“some religions cannot be favored over others[;] an exemption given to
members of one religion
must be given to members of another similarly
157
situated religion.”
If this were not the case, then someone wanting to
engage in homosexual sodomy may simply convert to the
named religion in
158
order to do so—an act the law should not encourage.
If, however, the
clause did not name a particular religion, then the conception of a “gay
religion,” argued for here, would be similarly situated to other theistic
religions and would therefore be included in the exemption clause. This is
the short answer to whether an exemption clause would include “gay
religion.”
Even if the courts did not fully accept the conception of a “gay
religion,” they “should [still] recognize prima facie
equality between
159
religious and nonreligious beliefs and activities.”
The government
should not favor religious activities over nonreligious activities unless it
has reason to do so that
is not based on theological or popular opinion
160
concerning the religion.
However, the Lawrence case study showing how the Free Exercise
Clause might extend to a gay religion has been purely academic. Lawrence
was settled and gays now enjoy the right to engage in conduct consistent
with a gay religion. Gays, however, do not yet enjoy all of the rights that
they seek. How does framing the rights of gays as religious rights affect the
marriage debate?
Probably the most volatile area where religion and gay rights have
clashed is in the struggle over gay marriage. In an article in The Weekly
Standard, Anthony Picarello explains that because the “church is
surrounded on all sides by the state . . . [and] . . . marriage affects just about
every area of the law, gay marriage is going to create a point of conflict at
161
every point around the perimeter.”
The gay marriage conflict is
especially acute because it argues for “a vision of gay rights . . . [where] . . .
sexual orientation is conceptualized as a protected status on par with
162
race.”
Therefore, “traditional religions that condemn homosexual
conduct will face increasing legal pressures
regardless of what courts and
163
Congress do about marriage itself.”
Picarello claims that the marriage debate is especially acute because the
164
debate conceptualizes sexual orientation as a status on par with race.
This claim however, makes the same status/conduct fallacy that Feldblum
mentioned in her article, Moral Conflict and Liberty: Gay Rights and
156
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Religion.
Race is a status which cannot be controlled whereas being gay
is determined by the type of conduct one engages in. It is important to note
that “gay rights” includes both “civil rights” and “religious liberties.”
“Civil rights” refers to those rights that are common to all people, such as
the right to free speech. A gay person’s “religious liberties” refers to the
right to freely express one’s gay religion. These distinctions are congruent
with “Protestant’s rights,” “Catholic’s rights,” “Buddhist’s rights,” etc. The
difference is that we never conceptualize a Catholic’s status on par with
race. This is because we easily see the volitional nature of being a Catholic,
whereas it is more difficult for us to see the volitional nature of being gay.
What follows is an examination of a gay person’s “religious liberty” in the
context of gay marriage and not a gay person’s “civil rights” regarding gay
marriage.
A gay couple might believe that marriage is a moral imperative for any
two committed and loving individuals. They may believe that marrying is a
deeply spiritual and sacramental act. A statute that denies the couple the
ability to marry would certainly burden their religious beliefs surrounding
marriage. However, as Reynolds v. United States has shown, it is unlikely
that the couple would successfully invalidate the statute using a Free
Exercise of religion defense.166
Reynolds is an instructive case which shows that "the legislative
167
powers of the government reach actions only, and not opinions." George
Reynolds was a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
who, by virtue of his religious
conviction, believed that marrying a second
168
wife was divinely ordained.
Marrying more than one wife was made
illegal by an anti-bigamy statute in the Utah Territories, and so Reynolds
169
was charged with bigamy.
The court in Reynolds held that a statute
outlawing bigamy
was
constitutional
even though it burdened Reynolds’s
170
religious belief.
Laying aside the value judgments concerning bigamy and gay
marriage, the case would have several parallels if a gay man were to argue
to the Supreme Court his right to marry on grounds of religious belief. At
the time of the Reynolds case, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints was still a discrete and insular minority group that had endured
persecution. Our hypothetical gay man is a member of a minority class of
people, also discrete and insular but united in a religious belief, which has
endured persecution. Reynolds probably believed that his opposite sex
attraction
as well as religious belief justified his marrying more than one
171
wife. Similarly, a gay man might believe that his same-sex attraction and
165
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religious belief (that it is morally right to act consistent with one’s sexual
attractions, etc.) justifies his marrying a same-sex partner. Unfortunately
for the gay man, the Court would have to conclude that a statute denying
gay marriage, like a statute denying bigamy, is constitutional.
With the holding of Reynolds looming over potential religious
exceptions to marriage statutes, what good is arguing for a gay religious
liberty in the gay marriage debate? The argument emphasizes the
distinction between religious belief and the American moral, social, and
political ethos. Note that both the bigamy statute and California’s
Proposition 8 reflect prevailing American morality norms, social
understanding, and politics. By making religious arguments, one may at
least influence moral norms and probably political norms as well. Though
the gay rights movement already influences the American public on these
issues, basing arguments on religion may catch the ear of other
sympathizers. But the most important reason for arguing along religious
liberty grounds is that doing so creates parity in the debate and focuses the
debate on the central issue—that equality in marriage is really a religious
issue.
Bloom wrote that the central argument of The American Religion, is
that:
We all of us are affected by the consequences of our national faith, and
that one variety or another of it frequently is the actual substance of what
we confront in what at first seem secular phenomena in the United States.
The central fact about American life . . . is that our religiosity is
everywhere. Even our erotic relationships of the more sustained sort,
marriage included, have acquired many of the stigmata of our religious
172
intensities.

Whether or not marriage was originally intended to take on “religious
intensities,” it seems marriage and religion are now tightly woven together.
Courts need to be mindful of the marriage-religion relationship when they
consider arguments for sexual-orientation equality, especially if the
arguments stem from the disputes of two religions: a gay religion and a
traditional religion.
The California Supreme Court indirectly alluded to the central issue of
gay marriage when it opined that “one of the core elements of this
fundamental right [to marry] is the right of same-sex couples to have their
official family relationship accorded the same dignity, respect, and stature
173
as that accorded to all other officially recognized family relationships.”
Naming the union of gay spouses a domestic partnership rather than
marriage risks “denying the official family relationship of same-sex
couples the equal dignity and
respect that is a core element of the
174
constitutional right to marry.” In California, same-sex couples have most
it seems reasonable to suspect that Reynolds was both religiously and biologically persuaded to practice
bigamy.
172
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173
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174
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of the substantive attributes under the Domestic
Partnership Act that they
176
would have under the right to marry.
If substantive legal rights are
equalized, then the dominant issue for the court to decide is just how much
gravitas the name “marriage” carries.
177
Many who oppose gay marriage are opposed on religious grounds.
This is probably because many Americans typically associate marriage with
religion. Oftentimes, people get married in a church and use religious
language in the ceremony. Certainly, many religions preach the value of
marriage and feel responsible for the venerable connotation marriage has in
American culture. Whatever the cause, marriage and religion seem to have
a particularly close relationship.
This relationship suggests that religion may have vaunted marriage as
an institution which engenders dignity, respect, and stature. If that is the
case, it seems strange that the court can take one of the “core elements” of
the right to marry (a combination of dignity, respect, and stature), which
was created by religious institutions, and then demand that this benefit be
used in a manner antithetical to the religious institution’s purposes. If
religious institutions strongly object and refuse to support a conception of
marriage that allows same-sex couples to marry, the respect and dignity of
marriage may collapse. The resulting conception of marriage may be
divided along the lines of church-marriages and
state marriages, with
178
church marriages carrying the respect and dignity. On the other hand, if
religious institutions uniformly embrace gay marriages, then respect and
dignity remains, but possibly at the cost of the religious institution’s
integrity. Religious institutions who currently oppose gay marriage may
feel unjustified pressure from the state if courts insist that gay marriage is
equal in dignity and respect to opposite sex marriage. While some may
believe that pressure is needed if we are to live in a civilized society, the
pressure poses a threat to one of our national ideals—plurality of belief.
In his Notes on Virginia, Jefferson wrote:
And why subject [religion] to coercion? To produce uniformity. But is
uniformity of opinion desirable? No more than of face and stature.
Introduce the bed of Procrustes then, as there is danger that the large men
may beat the small, make us all of a size, by lopping the former and
stretching the latter. Difference of opinion is advantageous in religion.
The several sects perform the office of a censor morum over each
other . . . . What has been the effect of coercion? To make one half the
world fools, and the other half hypocrites. To support roguery and error all
179
over the earth . . . .
175
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Though gay rights advocates certainly think that uniformity on the issue of
gay marriage is desirable, it is not clear such uniformity of religious belief
is healthy for a pluralistic society. When the Supreme Court of California
implicitly assigns religious institutions the role to bless gay marriage with
respect, dignity, and stature equal with opposite sex marriage, it lays the
religious institution on the “bed of Procustes.” All this could be avoided,
however, if religious institutions were allowed to debate the issue on even
ground. If traditional religious institutions that oppose gay marriage
debated with the gay religion over the meaning of marriage, the result may
very well be a coalescing of belief. No religion would need fear the
judiciary “lopping” and “stretching” its tenets.
The argument here is that dignity, respect, and stature are virtues
earned by marriage through the work of religious institutions and not rights
that the Supreme Court can give to same-sex couples. The Court can, and
should, give same-sex couples the substantive rights of marriage, many of
which exist in a domestic partnership. For same-sex couples to enjoy a
union commensurate in stature with opposite sex unions though, they will
have work to do in the religious realm. This is not as daunting a task as it
may sound. Many religions have already adopted a stance of love and
180
respect towards same-sex couples.
In a significant respect, these
religions have converted to the gay religion.
However, is labeling a gay union as a domestic partnership and a manwoman union as a marriage sound in “separate but equal” doctrine? Again,
an analysis that employs the gay religion provides an answer to this
problem. The fear about domestic partnership is that labeling gay couples
“domestic partners” rather than “married,” “generates a feeling of
inferiority as to their status in the community that
may affect their hearts
181
and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone.” This fear rests on the
notion that gays will only achieve the dignity and respect commensurate
with heterosexuals if the court intervenes. The argument assumes that as far
as bigotry is concerned, gays are the new blacks and the only practical way
to advance American culture past its new bigotry is by judicial fiat. While
the strategy uses the court’s considerable influence to persuade Americans
that gays deserve as much dignity and respect as every other American, it
forgets that being gay is the product of choices consistent with a religious
belief.
This strategy makes the same status/conduct fallacy discussed
182
above.
A person, who feels same-sex attraction and chooses to act
according to that attraction based on religious beliefs, has conducted herself
in a way that gives rise to her identity. A black person on the other hand
practices no volition to give rise to the type of identity that was
discriminated against in Brown v. Board of Education.183 Black, for the
180
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purposes of Brown, is the person’s status, not the individual’s conduct. If
being gay is the manifestation of religious belief, then a person is gay in a
way dissimilar to the way a person is black.
The status/conduct fallacy though does not mean that because a person
is gay in a different way than a person is black that she does not deserve the
same dignity as any other person. As a person, the gay woman requires
from our government the same substantive rights, privileges, and benefits
as any other citizen. A gay person’s beliefs, however, do not by virtue of
their existence require the same dignity as any other person’s beliefs.
Americans are free to choose whether gay people should act according to
their same-sex attraction or resist acting on their same-sex attraction. When
Americans choose that gay people should act according to their same-sex
attraction and enter marital unions, then they will have dignified the gay
union in a way that traditional marriage is currently dignified. In effect,
Americans will have been converted to at least one tenet of the gay
religion.
The idea of conversion embodies the other reason why mandating gay
marriage by judicial fiat is a poor strategy. If what is at issue is the dignity,
respect, and, stature of a group, and not the substantive rights of a group,
then judicial intervention is a subtle attempt at converting the American
religious meaning of marriage to an American gay-religious meaning of
marriage. By pronouncing that gay unions deserve exactly the same respect
and dignity as man-woman marriages, the court is trying to forcibly change
the hearts of those Americans who simply do not believe that a person
should act according to her same-sex attraction. Strong-arm conversion
tactics like those of the California Supreme Court’s, have rarely been
effective at winning docile converts. Instead, religious wars are best fought
by gentle persuasion, not violent decree.
What is true for the courts is true for the American majority. Those who
believe that gays should not act according to their same-sex attraction are
prohibited from disturbing the peace and bodily integrity of a gay person.
Denying a gay person the right to safely pursue a religious education, for
example, would violate the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment,
as would denying them the substantive privileges of marriage. As Reynolds
learned in 1878, “the legislative powers
of the government [can surely]
185
reach actions only, and not opinions.” Such is the game with religion—
the government can allow people to ridicule your beliefs, condemn you to
hell, call you a bigot, and even prohibit conduct based on your deeply held
beliefs. If after all that you feel less respected, less dignified, and secondclass, you can still hope to persuade others to recognize the value of your
religious belief, and maybe one day the majority will recognize a marriage
consistent with your religious conviction.

184
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In addition to the marriage debate, the ideological struggle between
religion and gay ideology occurs in the areas from religious exemptions to
sexual orientation non-discrimination laws. In Should Religious Groups Be
Exempt from Civil Rights Laws?, Martha Minow uses the story of Catholic
Charities of Boston to show how conflict can arise between religious
186
beliefs and sexual orientation laws, and how the conflict can be resolved.
Massachusetts State law required that adoption agencies contracting
187
with the state could not discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation.
Catholic Charities of Boston held the view that it 188
would be “gravely
immoral” to allow same-sex couples to adopt a child. Rather than seek
an exemption from the non-discrimination statute—a strategy which was
uncertain—Catholic
Charities decided it would get out of the adoption
189
business. The highly publicized result hardened the “Vatican’s position
as a reaction to the emerging state recognition of rights for gays and
lesbians,” as well as caused the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to grow
absolutist in their position that “[u]nless Catholic Charities itself accepted
same-sex 190
couples, it would lose its license to participate in the adoption
practice.”
Minow laments this result as an instance where rigidity ruled to the
detriment of both sides—Catholic Charities gave up a much needed
adoption practice and gay rights advocates lost ground in other states where
bans on gay and
lesbian adoptions were pursued in reaction to the Catholic
191
Charities case.
This need not have been the result, however. Minow
argues that “attitudes of respect, flexibility, and humility can help generate
new answers beyond ‘exemption’ and ‘no
exemption’ when religious
192
principles and civil rights laws collide.”
She suggests the use of a
“value-added negotiation” that leads to “winner-take-all solutions either by
creating new options that can be divided 193
across competitors or overlapping
consensus that meets the needs of rivals.”
Without a doubt, the clash between religious beliefs and gay rights will
require a healthy measure of humility and respect for peaceful solutions,
but Minow’s approach is misleading when she frames
the clash as one
194
between “religious principles and civil rights laws.” It takes for granted a
difference between “religious principles” and the principles that undergird
the civil rights law in question. While it is no question that Catholic
Charities operated in accordance with its belief system, it is questionable
how a gay person’s right to be treated equally by Catholic Charities was
characterized as a civil right per se. Minow describes the conflict as one
between religious belief and civil right. In her view, it is a civil right for a
186
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gay couple to be allowed to adopt just as easily from Catholic Charities as
it is for a man-woman couple. If Catholic Charities has qualms with placing
a child with a gay couple, it would need to receive a religious exemption
from the law. Characterizing the argument in this fashion though is
misleading, because the gay couple’s civil right at issue is the same as
Catholic Charities’ civil right—the right to free exercise of religion.
Catholic Charities may have resisted placing children in the homes of gay
couples, not because Catholic Charities believed the couples’ second-class
citizens, who lack the right to adopt, but because Catholic Charities
believed the couples used their right to freely exercise their religion in a
manner inconsistent with their Catholic beliefs.
Minow’s characterization of gay religion as gay civil rights suggests
that gay religion is the established social truth and that discrimination
against gays is per se invidious. But is discriminating against belief
systems so sinister? While it is true that our nation has tried valiantly to rid
our social conscious of discrimination in its pejorative sense, it is not
necessarily true that our nation has, or even desired to rid our social
conscious of the type of discrimination by which citizens make judgments
concerning religion.
Viewed from this perspective, it is curious as to why there was an
exemption question at all. How is it that one religion sought an exemption
from the beliefs of another religion? The answer is that the Massachusetts
legislature assumed that if a person feels attracted to another of the same
sex, that person must necessarily classify herself as gay—the type of
fallacious reasoning argued against earlier in this paper. Reasoning that “If
you have same-sex attraction, you are necessarily gay,” it makes sense to
pass laws which create burdens on religious institutions who discriminate
based on sexual orientation. Such laws are needed to secure equality among
Massachusetts citizens, and their religious beliefs do not matter.
What if, on the other hand, the Massachusetts legislature recognized
that being gay was the necessary consequence of a religious belief rather
than the consequence of having an attraction for someone of the same sex?
Would the result have been any different? It seems likely that the
legislature could pass such a law, especially if gays were discriminated
against on the basis of their religion. But what happens when it is a religion
that is the one discriminating? The result is not so neatly answered. On the
one hand, the State should not take the role of religious arbiter and decide
which religion is right. Such a role would violate the Establishment Clause
of the First Amendment. On the other hand, it seems unjust that one
religion can deny another religion some benefit, especially when that
benefit is supported by the State. While the answer to this dilemma is not
offered in this paper, the solution, as Minow believes, will require a
commitment to diversity of opinion and tolerance.
V. CONCLUSION
It was James Madison’s view that “religious and secular interests alike
would be advanced best by diffusing and decentralizing power so as to
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assure competition among sects rather than dominance by any one.” The
current conflict regarding gay marriage is a tough issue because, on
religious grounds, it appears that traditional religious beliefs dominate the
American conscious. Religious exemptions to sexual orientation nondiscrimination statutes are hotly contested, and much energy is expended
on both sides of the debate. These issues and the marriage issue in
particular, appear to be an all or nothing game. They speak to a national
religion or ethos—one that is friendly to gay religion or one that is not, but
Americans have never shied from healthy debate. We pride ourselves on a
diversity of thought and belief, while acknowledging “that [though] our
truths 196
may be wrong, [they] should be tested in the marketplace of
ideas.” By conceptualizing the conflict as a religious argument, at least
the marketplace will be fair.
One final note on tolerance: Dallin H. Oaks, a prominent leader in the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints and former Utah Supreme
Court Justice wrote: “Tolerance obviously requires a non-contentious
manner of relating toward one another's differences. But tolerance does not
require abandoning one's standards or one's opinions on political or public
policy choices. Tolerance is a way of reacting to diversity, not a command
197
to insulate it from examination.”
Religious belief often engenders
absolutist feelings. Religious conviction is a great strength for those who
use it wisely, but a weakness for those who hide behind it in meaningful
discussion. A missionary experiences great satisfaction in helping to
persuade someone that his deeply held religious belief is true. If after
serious examination and thoughtful discussion, however, a person still does
not budge from his conviction, the missionary should refrain from judging
the other as intolerant.
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